
 

Progression of indoor continuous provision in EYFS 

Continuous provision are resources that have been carefully selected based on the needs of the children to support them to develop their next steps and to make 
progress. We want the provision to challenge all learners and have made sure that there is clear progression throughout the school year. As the Painting and 
Creative Area are free flow between F1 and F2, the resources you will see will ensure both groups of children are able to make progress and have access to 

resources that support and challenge their skills.  
Key: resources to be added each term, oracy and language development for each term 

 F1 F2 
 Autumn Spring Summer Autumn Spring Summer 

Maths Area 
 
 

Counting objects 
2d shapes 
Numeral cards to 5  
Counters 
 
Counting like behaviour in play, 
children may skip numbers e.g. 
1,2,3,5. 
“This shape is….” (big, small, 
round etc.) 
Compares groups of small 
numbers – “I have more on my 
plate” or “There are lots in this 
box”. 
 

Counting objects 
2d shapes 
Numeral cards to 5  
Counters 
3d shapes  
Numicon 
 
Recite numbers to 5 when 
counting. May be able to go 
backwards.  
Reacts to changes of amounts – 
“this has got bigger”, “there are 
more”. 
“A circle is round”, “this shape 
looks like a square (cube)”.  

Counting objects 
2d shapes 
Numeral cards to 5  
Counters 
3d shapes  
Numicon  
AB pattern cards 
 
Beginning to recite numbers to 
10.  
Begin to subitise up to 3.  
“This group has more”, “This 
group has fewer”.  
“This sock has stripy lines”, “The 
top is spotty”.  
  

Numicon 
Five frames and double sided 
counters 
Multi-links 
Numeral cards to 10 
Number lines to 10 
Dice 
AB pattern cards 
 
Counts to 10 and back. 
Subitise using a range of objects, 
including numicon.  
“1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6… I have 6 objects” 
knowing the last number is the 
amount.  
“red, orange, red, orange… I 
know that red comes next”.  

Numicon 
Five frames and double sided 
counters 
Multi-link cubes 
Numeral cards to 10 
Number lines to 10 
Dice 
AB pattern cards  
Numeral cards to 20  
Tens frames and double sided 
counters 
ABC pattern cards 
Border pattern template  
 
Counts to 20 and sometimes 
back again.  
Subitise to 10 confidently.  
Link amount to numeral – “this is 
10, I need 10 objects”.  
Continue, copy and create ABB 
or AAB patterns.  
“They are equal because they 
have the same amount”. 
 
 

Numicon 
Five frames and double sided 
counters 
Multi-link cubes 
Numeral cards to 10 
Number lines to 10 
Dice 
AB pattern cards  
Numeral cards to 20  
Tens frames and double sided 
counters 
ABC pattern cards 
Border pattern template  
Tens frames and double sided 
counters 
Part part whole model 
Rulers 
Fixed border pattern template  
Sharing circle template  
 
“I know that 26 is one more than 
25 because…” 
“I know that 14 add 6 is 20 
because 4 add 6 is 10”. 
Recall doubling facts.  
 

Mark making/ 
Writing Area 

Chunky writing pencils 
Chunky pencil crayons  
A4 plain white paper  
Mark making pattern cards 
Name cards  
 

Chunky writing pencils 
Chunky pencil crayons  
A4 plain white paper  
Mark making pattern cards 
Name cards 
Chunky felt tips 

Chunky writing pencils 
Chunky pencil crayons  
A4 plain white paper  
Mark making pattern cards 
Name cards 
Chunky felt tips  

Chunky writing pencils 
Chunky pencil crayons  
A4 plain white paper  
Mark making pattern cards 
Name cards 
Chunky felt tips  

Chunky writing pencils 
Chunky pencil crayons  
A4 plain white paper  
Mark making pattern cards 
Name cards 
Chunky felt tips  

Chunky writing pencils 
Chunky pencil crayons  
A4 plain white paper  
Mark making pattern cards 
Name cards 
Chunky felt tips  



 

Draws lines in different 
directions – up, down and 
across.  
Beginning to give meaning to 
their marks “it is a car”.  

 
Draws circular lines in anti-
clockwise and clockwise 
directions.  
Sometimes give meaning to their 
marks “it is a big cat”. 

Set 1 RWI mats 
 
Begins to form some familiar 
letters.  
Gives meaning to their marks 
“the cat is big, this is it’s eyes 
and its furry feet”. 

Set 1 RWI mats 
Highlighters 
Post it notes 
Envelopes 
Tricky word mats  
A4 coloured paper 
 
“Cat, I can hear c c c”. 
 

Set 1 RWI mats 
Highlighters 
Post it notes 
Envelopes 
Tricky word mats  
A4 coloured paper 
Thin writing pencils 
Thin pencil crayons 
Thin felt tips 
A4 wide lined white paper 
 
“My phrase says…”. 

Set 1 RWI mats 
Highlighters 
Post it notes 
Envelopes 
Tricky word mats  
A4 coloured paper 
Thin writing pencils 
Thin pencil crayons 
Thin felt tips 
A4 wide lined white paper 
Story booklets 
Set 2/3 RWI mats 
 
“I have written…”. 

Creative Area Different craft resources eg 
lollipop sticks, paper, pomp oms, 
feathers, bottle tops, cardboard 
boxes. 
Glue sticks 
Loop scissors 
 
“This is tickly”.  
“This is sticky”. 
“This is a…. house”. 

Different craft resources eg 
lollipop sticks, paper, pomp oms, 
feathers, bottle tops, cardboard 
boxes. 
Glue sticks 
Loop scissors 
Pva glue and spreaders 
 
“This is runny”.  
“I will stick them together”. 
“How do you cut this?” 

Different craft resources eg 
lollipop sticks, paper, pomp oms, 
feathers, bottle tops, cardboard 
boxes. 
Glue sticks 
Loop scissors 
Pva glue and spreaders Masking 
tape 
 
“I am making…” 
“How can I stick these 
together?” 
“Look at my…” 
 

Different craft resources eg 
lollipop sticks, paper, pomp oms, 
feathers, bottle tops, cardboard 
boxes. 
Glue sticks 
Loop scissors 
Pva glue and spreaders  
Masking tape 
Sellotape 
 
“I am making…” 
“I have made….” 
“This is what I used” 
 

Different craft resources eg 
lollipop sticks, paper, pomp oms, 
feathers, bottle tops, cardboard 
boxes. 
Glue sticks 
Loop scissors 
Pva glue and spreaders  
Masking tape 
Sellotape  
Hole punch 
String 
Treasury tags 
 
“This is how I made it” 
“I wonder what I can use for…” 
 

Different craft resources eg 
lollipop sticks, paper, pomp oms, 
feathers, bottle tops, cardboard 
boxes. 
Glue sticks 
Loop scissors 
Pva glue and spreaders  
Masking tape 
Sellotape  
Hole punch 
String 
Treasury tags 
Split pins 
Ribbon 
Stapler 
 
“Why don’t we make a…” 
“We could….” 
“Let’s use these…” 
 

Painting Area  Ready mixed paint  
Short handled thick paint 
brushes 
Large blocks and sponges for 
printing  
 
“I have red” 
“Look at my lines” 
 

Ready mixed paint  
Short handled thick paint 
brushes 
Various resources for printing of 
different sizes 
Powder paint- primary colours 
 
“I can see a circle” 
“I can mix red (powder paint)” 
 
 

Ready mixed paint  
Short handled thick paint 
brushes 
Powder paint- primary colours 
Various resources for printing of 
different sizes 
Mixing palettes  
Longer handled thick paint 
brushes 
 
“I have made green” 
“I have painted a…” 

Ready mixed paint  
Short handled thick paint 
brushes 
Powder paint- primary colours 
Various resources for printing of 
different sizes 
Mixing palettes  
Longer handled thick paint 
brushes 
Short and long handled thin 
paint brushes 
 

Ready mixed paint  
Short handled thick paint 
brushes 
Powder paint- primary colours 
Various resources for printing of 
different sizes 
Mixing palettes  
Longer handled thick paint 
brushes 
Short and long handled thin 
paint brushes 
White and black powder paint 

Ready mixed paint  
Short handled thick paint 
brushes 
Powder paint- primary colours 
Various resources for printing of 
different sizes 
Mixing palettes  
Longer handled thick paint 
brushes 
Short and long handled thin 
paint brushes 
White and black powder paint 



 

 

 “I have made purple” 
“I have painted a…” 
 

 
“This is how you make orange”. 
“My favourite part of my 
painting is…” 
 

Colour matching charts 
Rollers 
Stamps 
 
“Shall we paint a…” 
“What colour do  I need to 
make?” 
 


